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14 filters Freewell to DJI Osmo Pocket 3

Freewell DJI Osmo Pocket 3 - Mega Kit -14Pack
The  kit  contains  up  to  14  filters  that  will  allow  you  to  capture  special  moments.  With  their  help  you  will  get  sharpened,  detailed
landscapes,  capture  the  night  sky  or  get  a  soft  glow  around  bright  points  in  the  frame.  The  filters  are  also  distinguished  by  their
magnetic, scratch- and grease-resistant design. 
 
For excellent materials
Create  stunning  footage  with  the  help  of  your  DJI  Osmo  Pocket  3.  ND  and  ND/PL  filters  adjust  the  amount  of  light  entering  the  lens,
increase contrast and sharpen details. Snow Mist, on the other hand, gently reduces contrast and creates a soft glow around bright spots.
 For exceptional night sky shots, choose the Light Pollution Reduction (LPR) filter reduces the impact of yellow lamp light. CPL, on the
other hand, reduces glare and provides natural colors.
 
Thoughtful design
The filters are lightweight and fully fitted to the DJI Osmo Pocket 3, so you can use them comfortably. What's more, the magnetic design
makes it easy to install, so you'll be putting the filter on your lens in no time. In addition, it is resistant to dust, scratches and liquids - you
can be sure that it will serve you for a long time. 
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Included
filtry: ND8/ND16/ND32/ND64/ND128/ND256/ND1000/ND8PL/ND16PL/ND32PL/ND64PL/ SMIST1/4/LPR/CPL
protective case
cleaning cloth
	Manufacturer
	Freewell
	Model
	FW-OP3-MEGA
	Fits
	DJI Osmo Pocket 3

Preço:

€ 138.01

Drones, Acessórios, Filters, DJI Mavic, Mavic 3
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